The A-LINE is a classic bridal silhouette for a reason – it really
does suit most body shapes. It gradually gets wider starting at
the hip and ending at the hem. You might want to consider a
different silhouette if you have extremely narrow shoulders and
wide hips, as it won’t flatter you as much as some other popular
styles.

The BALL gown is both the most regal, and fairytale-like style. It
has a slim-fit bodice, narrow waist, and a full, bell-shaped skirt.
Many layers of fabric are often used to create a floating effect.
This silhouette can be somewhat overwhelming on very small
frames, however it does suit almost all other body shapes.

The EMPIRE gown has a seam under the bust; this emphasises the
narrowest part of the body, which can create a slimming effect for
those beauties with wider hips and thighs. It can also create the
appearance of added height, and a fuller bust. The back can
follow the bra line, or it can scoop low to be a feature of the
dress.

The SHEATH skims past the body and features to create straight,
elegant lines. It is long, narrow and slim-fitting. It is generally made
from light-weight fabrics such as chiffon, but is currently popular
for use with lacey boho styles too. This silhouette is most flattering
on slim frames, and it is incredibly versatile – brides with modern,
vintage, formal and informal themes all enjoy this style of dress. A
point to note is that lingerie will need to be carefully selected, as
if not fitted correctly, can often be highly visible under the sheath.

The TRUMPET/MERMAID is an uber glam fit-and-flare style. Its
elongated silhouette hugs the body, flaring out at either mid-thigh
or knee height. This style emphasises an hourglass figure; it’s
probably not the easiest to walk or dance in, which is something
you’ll want to consider if your photo shoot is somewhere you’ll
have to hike to.

To TRAIN, or not to TRAIN…
A trailing skirt on your gown will add elements of both formality
and majesty to your bridal gown. If you wish to have a train, but
worry how this will affect your moves on the dance floor later on,
you can have the best of both worlds with a detachable train.
Some trains will extend from the hem of your gown, and others from
the waist; this factor can dramatically change your overall
silhouette, so be sure to look at your gown from all angles before
making a decision.
SWEEP 0.15 metres
CHAPEL 1 – 1.5 metres
CATHEDRAL 2 – 2.25 metres
ROYAL 3 metres or more

A one-shoulder, ASYMETRIC,
look is an excellent way to
achieve balance for those
beauties who have narrow
shoulders and a small bust.
Those with a fuller chest can still
pull off this look beautifully with
the help of a supportive bra.

The BATEAU follows the curve
of the collarbone, and compliments styles both with or without
sleeves. This neckline sits beautifully on brides with a small
chest.

The HALTERNECK is an exceptionally versatile neckline,
complimenting beauties with a
fuller bust, as well as those with
straight or hourglass midsections.

A HIGH NECK creates a
modern look, and is especially
suited to ladies with a slim face,
long neck, narrow shoulders
and a small bust. A key factor
in making this neckline
complimentary is to ensure that
the fabric stops well short of
the chin.

The ILLUSION is the perfect
solution for beauties who desire
a sweetheart neckline, but want
the security of straps or sleeves.
This look is created by adding
a transparent layer above the
bodice.

The JEWEL is a fabulous option
for creating a demure, yet
modern look. It can be worn
with a range of different styles
of sleeve, and is particularly
flattering for brides with a
smaller bust and slender neck.

The OFF-SHOULDER neckline is
best for beauties who want to
showcase their collarbone.
Beauties with a pear, athletic,
petite or hourglass figure,
combined with a small-medium
bust and narrow shoulders are
the most flattered by this style.

The QUEEN ANNE is perfect for
those brides who will be hosting
a more traditional event. It
closely hugs the neck, which
means it is particularly flattering
for ladies with narrow shoulders.
It can be paired with either
long or short sleeves.

The SQUARE neckline is perfect
if you want to showcase a
favourite necklace. It creates a
lengthening illusion through the
neck and emphasises the
décolletage.

A neckline that goes STRAIGHT
ACROSS on a gown is
wonderful for brides who wish
to show off their shoulders,
décolletage and arms. It’s also
a great style for brides with a
fuller bust.

A SWEETHEART neckline is
another favourite of brides who
have décolletage or a special
necklace they wish to display.
This style can often feature and
excellent level of built-in
support, which makes it an
excellent option for brides with
a large bust size.

A V-NECK is classic and
versatile – almost anyone can
wear it. Conservative brides
generally opt for a more subtle
V, while those who are
celebrating in a ‘modern’
setting might choose for a more
plunging V.
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